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ABSTRACT OF THESIS
SMALL SATELLITE NONCOMMUTATIVE ROTATION
SEQUENCE ATTITUDE CONTROL USING PIEZOELECTRIC
ACTUATORS
Attitude control remains one of the top engineering challenges faced by small
satellite mission planning and design. Conventional methods for attitude control
include propulsion, reaction wheels, magnetic torque coils, and passive stabiliza-
tion mechanisms, such as permanent magnets that align with planetary magnetic
fields. Drawbacks of these conventional attitude control methods for small satel-
lites include size, power consumption, dependence on external magnetic fields,
and lack of full control authority. This research investigates an alternative, novel
approach to attitude-control method for small satellites, utilizing the noncommu-
tative property of rigid body rotation sequences. Piezoelectric bimorph actuators
are used to induce sinusoidal small-amplitude satellite oscillations on two of the
satellites axes. While zero net change occurs on these signaled axes, the third
axis can develop an average angular rate. This noncommutative attitude control
methodology has several advantages over conventional methods, including scala-
bility, power consumption, and operation outside of Earth’s magnetic field. This
research looks into the feasibility of such a system, and lays the foundation for a
simple control system architecture.
KEYWORDS: Small Satellites, CubeSats, Piezoelectric Bimorph,
Attitude Control, Noncommutative Rotations
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1 Introduction
In the late 1990’s, a new standard of small satellites was developed by Profes-
sor Puig-Suari of California Polytechnic State University (Cal Poly) and Professor
Twiggs of Stanford University [1] (cf. Figure 1.1). Their goal was to design a
satellite that is small and simple to construct, while capable of fulfilling useful
purposes on orbit. Technology in general had long since been trending toward
”smaller and faster”, but this paradigm had yet to extend to the satellite indus-
try. Conversely, NASA was involved in space missions that utilized large antenna
arrays or large-aperture optics, such as the Hubble Space Telescope.
There are many of reasons that satellites remained large for so long. Re-
gardless of these reasons, large satellites have a significant drawback. They are
expensive to get into space. Deployment costs for low-earth orbit (LEO) using
NASA launch vehicles is approximately $4000 USD per pound [2]. Private in-
dustry launch providers, such as Space-X, are trying to push costs much lower.
In particular, Space-X has set a goal of $1000 USD per pound for LEO deploy-
ment [3]. Even if Space-X accomplishes its goal of reducing launch costs by a
Figure 1.1: Left: Professor Bob Twiggs holding KySat-1 (image credit: Kentucky
Space). Right: A P-POD (far right) with several CubeSats (image credit: Dave
Klumpar)
factor of 4, a satellite that weighs hundreds (or even thousands) of pounds, still
costs a significant amount to put into orbit. These large costs are a barrier to
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small companies, universities, and other financially-constrained organizations. A
small satellite platform could remove this barrier.
Launch vehicles for large satellites often have unused space. Small satellites
could potentially use this unused space to ”hitchhike” to space. In 1999, Professor
Twiggs and Professor Puig-Suari began working on specifications for a standard-
ized satellite targeted at providing universities with a low-cost platform for space-
based research and development. This standardized satellite is called a CubeSat.
1.1 CubeSats and PocketQubs
A 1U CubeSat is a 10 cm cubed satellite weighing approximately 1 Kg [4].
CubeSats are unofficially classified as either nanosatellites, weighing between 1
and 10 Kg, or picosatellites, weighing between 0.1 and 1 Kg, depending on the
particular spacecraft design [5]. 1U CubeSats can be stacked to give a 2U CubeSat
(weighing approximately 2 Kg, and measuring 10x10x20 cm), or a 3U CubeSat
(weighing approximately 3 Kg, and measuring 10x10x30 cm). Other configura-
tions of CubeSats have been explored, but these are the most commonly used.
The standardized deployer for CubeSats, called the Poly-PicoSatellite Orbital
Deployer (P-POD), shown in Figure 1.1, was developed by researchers at Cal Poly
along with the CubeSat standard [4]. This launcher supports up to three 1U
CubeSats, a single 3U, or any combination in between. The P-POD is typically
mounted to a launch vehicle that is underutilized, and occasionally multiple P-
PODs are used on a single flight, depending on available space. Operationally
Responsive Space 3 (ORS-3), launched in November 2013, carried a total of 28
CubeSats to LEO on one launch vehicle. At the time, this was a record number
of spacecraft for a single flight [6]. The satellites deployed on the ORS-3 mission
were a combination of military and university built spacecraft, one of which was
KySat-2 (cf. Figure 1.2), which was designed a built by researches at the Univer-
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Figure 1.2: Left: KySat-2 (1U CubeSat) just prior to launch (image credit: James
Lumpp). Right: A PocketQub (image credit: Bob Twiggs)
sity of Kentucky and Morehead State University.
PocketQub satellites, as shown in Figure 1.2, were first proposed by Profes-
sor Twiggs in 2005, when the price of CubeSat launches were on the rise. The
first launch of PocketQubs occurred in 2013. At 5 cm cubed, they are 1/8 the
volume of a CubeSat [1], and weigh approximately 125 g. PocketQubs follow the
same designation as CubeSats (1U, 2U, etc.). They are unofficially classified as
picosatellites, or even femtosatellites (between 10 and 100 g), depending on the
particular spacecraft design [5].
PocketQubs follow the same philosophy that governed the creation of the Cube-
Sat standard: smaller, lighter spacecraft are cheaper to launch. The ever-shrinking
form factor of personal electronics also allows such restrictive chassis volumes to
keep PocketQub satellite designs feasible. However, the challenges CubeSats face
with the small form factor are even more evident in PocketQub designs. The
most problematic challenge is arguably the power budget. Radio transmissions
are typically one of the largest power consuming processes on CubeSats and other
small spacecraft. One way to maximize radio efficiency is by using active attitude
control to point directional antennas, and effectively reduce the power needed to
close a radio link.
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1.2 Attitude Control for Tiny Satellites
Attitude control is vital for many space-based missions for various reasons, and
the level of control needed is determined by the mission requirements. These may
include pointing an optical sensor (or other type of sensor), directional antennas,
reentry or thrust maneuvers, or any combination of these and other operational
requirements that may employ the use of attitude control.
Conventional attitude control methods for small satellites include such devices
as reaction wheels or magnetic torque coils (magnetorquers), as shown in Figure
1.3. Full-scale systems (such as propulsion) are generally not suitable for this
size/class of spacecraft [7]. Some small satellites also utilize an attitude stabi-
lization method referred to as passive magnetic stabilization, which aligns the
spacecraft with Earth’s magnetic field using permanent magnets mounted to the
spacecraft chassis. Passive stabilization systems, as indicated by nomenclature,
do not offer active control of the satellite’s orientation [8]. Nanosatellites and
Figure 1.3: Left: Small satellite reaction wheels (image credit: Sinclair Interplan-
etary). Right: Magnetorquer coil (image credit: Hyperion Technologies)
picosatellites typically take advantage of all of the aforementioned control tech-
niques, except propulsion. Due to the restrictions on available volume in such
a form factor, there typically is not enough room on the spacecraft for the fuel
required by a propulsion systems. Femtosatellites, being much smaller, have used
only magnetic torque coils and/or passive magnetic stabilization to date.
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Attitude control for small satellites are also troublesome because of power lim-
itations. Reaction wheels in particular have moderate power requirements during
active control maneuvers. For instance, the smallest reaction-wheel system offered
by Sinclair Interplanetary requires 700 mW of power, for each control axis, at full
torque [9]. Additionally, reaction wheels require bearings and lubricants that must
withstand the extreme environments of space. For example, recently the Kepler
satellite was severely crippled by reaction wheel failures [10].
The main drawback of magnetic torque coils (magnetorquers) and passive mag-
netic stabilization is the requirement of an external magnetic field [11, 12]. Thus,
these devices are not applicable for deep-space missions. Also, the electromagnetic
fields produced by magnetorquers can interfere with onboard electronics.
1.3 Noncommutative Rotation Sequence Attitude Control
The orientation of rigid body after it undergoes a sequence of discrete ro-
tations on any combination of its rotational axes depends on the order of the
sequence [13,14]. This noncommutative property of rigid-body rotations offers an
opportunity for a relatively cheap, efficient, and more flexible solution to attitude
control for small satellites. Specifically, vibrating actuators can be used to induce
small angular rotations of the satellite, and these small angle rotations in turn
can generate large-angle changes in the spacecraft’s orientation. By optimizing
the vibrating actuation system and signaling/actuation methodology, and with a
feedback control system, a functional noncommutative rotation sequence attitude
control system could help make small satellites a much more feasible platform for
useful space-based missions.
1.4 Contribution
Noncommutative rotation sequence attitude control is a novel approach to
controlling orientation for small spacecraft, using discrete rotations to provide
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changes in orientation about a controlled axis, while not directly manipulating
that axis [13, 15]. The flexibility of such small spacecraft make them a very at-
tractive platform for orbital, interplanetary, and even deep space missions. Due to
limitations (discussed previously) of the available control systems for this class of
spacecraft, it is imperative that new control architectures are developed to support
utilization of such small satellites. While previous research has focused primarily
on discrete noncommutative rotational sequences [14], this research focuses on an
approach to provide said rotations using sinusoid signals, to maximize effects from
actuating piezoelectric bimorph beams attached to the spacecraft’s chassis. The
research then delves more into the usability of such a system in an attempt to build
the foundation for designing and implementing a real-world control mechanism for
future small spacecraft to take advantage of.
1.5 Thesis Outline
The objective this research to validate the feasibility a noncommutative rota-
tion sequence attitude control system for small satellites (specifically, those un-
officially classified as nanosatellites and smaller) and to develop a corresponding
feedback control system.
A general dynamic model is developed for a system consisting of a rigid body
and a flexible beam system. This model is used to simulate the response of a
1U CubeSat with a noncommutative rotation sequence attitude control system.
The actuation system consists of piezoelectric bimorph actuators. Numerical sim-
ulation are used to evaluate the feasibility of this attitude control system. Next,
a PID amplitude controller is considered for controlling the sinusoidal actuation
signals to the piezoelectric actuators. Closed-loop numerical simulations are per-
formed for one, two, and three axis control. Finally, an experimental prototype is
constructed to validate the actuation methodology and corroborate the 1U Cube-
Sat model simulations. Below is an outline of the following sections with a brief
6
description:
2 System Model - Development of a dynamic model for an untethered rigid
body and flexible beam system with a tip mass fixed to the free end of the
flexible beam
3 Actuation Methodology - An evaluation of the effects of noncommutative
rotation sequences on a rigid body, rotational sequence structure, and the
implication of sinusoid actuations
4 Case Study - Expanding the system model to a 1U CubeSat case study with
four beams and tip masses per control axis to evaluate the feasibility of such
a system on a realistic CubeSat chassis, and a brief discussion on scalability
5 Control Algorithm - Application of the 1U CubeSat case study model to
a standard PID feedback control system in MATLAB/Simulink to evaluate
one, two, and three axis control, as well as operational characteristics
6 Experiments - A discussion on the design and construction of a 1U CubeSat
experimental prototype for use in a bench top configuration, as well as data
gathered about the prototype’s motion, and a comparison to 1U CubeSat
simulation data with similar parameters
7 Conclusions - A wrap up of the research and brief overview of results ver-
sus goals and expectations, as well as a look at potential future research
opportunities
7
2 System Model
In this section, we derive the equations of motion for a single flexible beam
attached to a rigid body at one end, while a tip mass fixed to the beam’s free
end. This model will capture the movement of the body-beam system given some
assumptions about the behavior of the beam. The same methodology used here
can be extended to derive a model for a system containing multiple beams and tip
masses fixed to a single rigid body.
2.1 Rigid Body and Beam Motion
The system shown in Figure 2.1 consists of a flexible beam that is attached
to a rigid body. The beam has a tip mass located at its free end. An inertial
reference frame FI has origin OI and orthogonal unit vectors iI, jI, and kI. A
body-fixed reference frame FB has origin OB, which is located at the rigid body’s
center of mass, and orthogonal unit vectors iB, jB, and kB, which rotate with the
rigid body.
Tip mass
Flexible beam
jI
kI iI
OI
jB
kB iB
OB
RB
Figure 2.1: A rigid body and beam system
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Material points of the beam are located with respect to OI by the vector
R(x, y, z, t) = RB(t) + b + r(x, y, z) + u(x, y, z, t), (1)
where RB locates OB with respect to OI. Figure 2.2 illustrates the system with
the beam transversely deformed, where b = bxiB + byjB + bzkB locates the beam’s
mounting point C to the rigid body with respect to OB, r = xiB + yjB + zkB
locates material points on the beam with respect to C in the beam’s undeformed
state, and u = ux(x, y, z, t)iB +uy(x, y, z, t)jB +uz(x, y, z, t)kB locates the beam’s
material points relative to their undeformed positions. Taking the time derivative
of R with respect to FI yields
IṘ = IṘB + ω × (b + r + u) + Bu̇, (2)
where IṘB = VBxiB + VByjB + VBzkB is the inertial velocity of OB, ω = ωxiB +
jB
iB
b
r
u
OB
C
Figure 2.2: Flexible beam deformed while attached to rigid body (beam shown
offset from center for illustration of b)
ωyjB +ωzkB is the rigid body’s angular velocity, and
Bu̇ = u̇xiB + u̇yjB + u̇zkB is
the time derivative of u with respect to FB. It follows that (2) can be expressed
9
as
IṘ = VxiB + VyjB + VzkB, (3)
where [16–19]
Vx = VBx + ωy(bz + z + uz) − ωz(by + y + uy) + u̇x, (4)
Vy = VBy + ωz(bx + x+ ux) − ωx(bz + z + uz) + u̇y, (5)
Vz = VBz + ωx(by + y + uy) − ωy(bx + x+ ux) + u̇z. (6)
Based on the position of the beam in Figure 2.1, we assume the beam is
mounted to the face of the cube and is symmetric about the xB axis of the rigid
body, that is,
by = bz = 0. (7)
2.2 Beam Model
We make the following assumptions about the beam’s motion:
(A1) ux(x, 0, z) = uz(x, 0, z) = 0.
(A2) The beam’s transverse displacement w(x, t) is such that
ux(x, y, z, t) = y sin
(∂w(x, t)
∂x
)
, (8)
uy(x, y, z, t) =
[
w(x, t) + y cos
(∂w(x, t)
∂x
)]
. (9)
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(A3) The beam’s transverse displacement w(x, t) can be written as
w(x, t) =
n∑
i=1
φi(x)qi(t), (10)
where q1(t), ..., qn(t) are generalized displacements and φ1(x), ..., φn(x) are
mode-shape functions [20, 21]. A cantilever beam of length L, modulus
E, density ρ, and cross sectional area A has natural frequencies ωn =
β2n
√
EI/ρA (n = 1, 2, ...), where βn satisfies cos βnL cosh βnL = 1. The
corresponding mode shapes are φn(x) = cosh βnx− cos βnx− σn(sinh βnx−
sin βnx), where σn =
sinhβnL−sinβnL
coshβnL+cosβnL
[22].
Assumption (A1) implies that the beam only has transverse vibration; (A2) im-
plies that the beam satisfies the Euler-Bernoulli assumption; and (A3) implies that
the transverse displacement can be expressed as a finite modal expansion [23].
To simplify the model, we use only a one-term modal expansion, that is, we let
n = 1. As discussed later, the beam is actuated near its first natural frequency,
in which case the one-term approximation is reasonable. We also apply small-
angle approximations. Specifically, we use the approximations cos(∂w(x,t)
∂x
) ≈ 1
and sin(∂w(x,t)
∂x
) ≈ 0, in which case it follows from (A1)–(A3) that
ux = uz = 0,
uy = φ(x)q(t).
(11)
Substituting (11) and (7) into (4)–(6) yields
Vx = VBx − ωzφ(x)q(t), (12)
Vy = VBy + ωz(bx + x) + φ(x)q̇(t), (13)
Vz = VBz + ωxφ(x)q(t) − ωy(bx + x). (14)
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Next, these velocities are used to derive kinetic energy expressions.
2.3 Kinetic Energy
The kinetic energy of the system of Figure 2.1 can be expressed as
T = Trb + Tb + Ttm, (15)
where Trb is the kinetic energy of the rigid body, Tb is the kinetic energy of the
beam, and Ttm is the kinetic energy of the tip mass. The kinetic energy of the
rigid body is (see [24, Chapter 5] for more details)
Trb =
1
2
mrbV
2
cm +
1
2
ωTJω, (16)
where mrb is the mass of the rigid body, Vcm =
√
V 2Bx + V
2
By + V
2
Bz is the inertial
speed of the rigid body’s center of mass,
J =

JxBxB JxByB JxBzB
JyBxB JyByB JyBzB
JzBxB JzByB JzBzB
 (17)
is the inertia matrix, and
ω =
[
ωxB ωyB ωzB
]T
(18)
is the angular velocity in the body frame.
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Assuming that the beam has uniform density, its kinetic energy is
Tb =
1
2
ρb
∫ Lb
0
∫ tb/2
−tb/2
∫ wb/2
−wb/2
(V 2x + V
2
y + V
2
z ) dz dy dx (19)
where ρb is the density of the beam, wb is the width of the beam, Lb is the length
of the beam, and tb is the thickness of the beam. Substituting (12)-(14) into (19)
yields
Tb =
1
2
ρbSb
∫ Lb
0
{
[VBx − ωzφ(x)q(t)]2 + [VBy + ωz(bx + x) + φ(x)q̇(t)]2
+ [VBz + ωxφ(x)q(t) − ωy(bx + x)]2
}
dx,
(20)
where Sb is the cross sectional-area of the beam.
The kinetic energy of the tip mass is
Ttm =
1
2
mt(V
2
x (Lb, 0, 0) + V
2
y (Lb, 0, 0) + V
2
z (Lb, 0, 0)), (21)
where mt is the mass of the tip mass. Substituting (12)-(14) into (21) yields
Ttm =
1
2
mt
{
[VBx − ωzφ(x)q(t)]2 + [VBy + ωz(bx + Lb) + φ(x)q̇(t)]2
+ [VBz + ωxφ(x)q(t) − ωy(bx + Lb)]2
}
dx.
(22)
2.4 Potential Energy of the Beam
The potential energy of the beam is [23, Chapter 8]
V =
1
2
EbIb
∫ Lb
0
(∂2uy
∂x2
)2
dx, (23)
where Eb is the elastic modulus of the beam, and Ib is the moment of inertia of
the beam.
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Next, consider the case where the flexible beam is a piezoelectric bimorph actu-
ator (see [25] for more information on piezoelectric bimorphs) as shown in Figure
2.3. Assuming there is no axial strain, the piezoelectric layers are homogeneous,
Voltage source
Supporting material
(condcutive)
Piezoelectric material
v(t)
Figure 2.3: Piezoelectric bimorph beam configuration
and the piezoelectrics are perfectly bonded to the supporting beam material, the
one dimensional constitutive equation of the piezoelectric actuator is
σ = Ep −
tb
2
∂u2y
∂x2
− Epd31
v(t)
tp
, (24)
where Ep is the piezoelectric elastic modulus, d31 is the piezoelectric constant, v(t)
is the applied voltage, tb is the thickness of the substrate, and tp is the thickness
of the piezoelectric actuator [26,27].
2.5 Piezoelectric Actuator Work
The work done by the piezoelectric actuator is
W =
1
2
wp
∫ wb/2
wb/2
∫ Lb
0
σεx dxdy =
1
2
wp
∫ Lb
0
∫ tb+tp
tb
Epε
2
x − Epd31εx
v(t)
tp
dS, (25)
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where wp is the width of the piezoelectric actuator, and εx = − tb2
∂u2y
∂x2
. Neglecting
higher-order terms and assuming the thickness of piezoelectric is negligible as com-
pared to the thickness of the supporting beam, the work done by the piezoelectric
actuator is
W = tbd31Epwp[φ̇(0) − φ̇(L)]qv(t), (26)
where φ̇(x) = βn(sinh(βnx) + sin(βnx) − σn(cosh(βnx) − cos(βnx))). The gener-
alized force associated with the piezoelectric bimorph actuator is
Q =
∂W
∂q
= tbd31Epwp[φ̇(0) − φ̇(L)]v(t). (27)
Next, we use Lagrange’s method to derive the equations of motion.
2.6 Lagrangian of the System
The equations of motion for the rigid body and beam system can be derived
from Lagrange’s equation [24, Chapter 7]
d
dt
( ∂L
∂Ẋ
)
−
( ∂L
∂X
)
=
∂W
∂X
, (28)
where
L = T − V, (29)
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is the Lagrangian, and X is an array of generalized coordinates. We let Ẋ =
[ωx ωy ωz q̇i(t)]
T , in which case, the equations of motion are
d
dt
( ∂L
∂ωx
)
= 0, (30)
d
dt
( ∂L
∂ωy
)
= 0, (31)
d
dt
( ∂L
∂ωz
)
= 0, (32)
d
dt
(∂L
∂q̇
)
−
(∂L
∂q
)
=
∂W
∂q
. (33)
The equations of motion can be written in the matrix form
Mq̈ +Dq̇ +Kq = Bv(t). (34)
where
M =
∫ L
0
φ(x)2dx
D =
∫ L
0
φ(x)(x+ b)dx
K =
∫ L
0
f ′′2(x)dx
B = tbd31Epwp[φ̇(0) − φ̇(L)]
(35)
and v(t) is the voltage input applied to the piezoelectric material.
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3 Actuation Methodology
In this section, we describe the actuation methodology that is used for con-
trolling orientation. We discuss the noncommutative property of discrete rotation
sequences, and then use this property to develop an actuation method for control-
ling the attitude of a spacecraft. This method is later implemented on for CubeSat
attitude control.
3.1 Noncommutative Rotation Sequences
Rigid-body rotation is noncommutative, that is, final orientation of a rigid
body that undergoes a sequence of body-fixed rotations is dependent on the order
of the sequence. Figure 3.1 illustrates this behavior using a fictional spacecraft
that undergoes a discrete set of 90◦ rotations. The figure shows two sequences
(Sequence 1 and Sequence 2) that differ by the order of the last two rotations.
Sequence 1 Roll +90o Pitch +90o Pitch -90o Roll -90o
Sequence 2 Roll +90o Pitch +90o Roll -90o Pitch -90o
Figure 3.1: A spacecraft undergoing the same set of rotations in different order;
demonstrating the noncommutative property of rotation sequences
In Sequence 1, the spacecraft orientation is returned to its original orientation.
This is because the order of the negative rotations about roll and pitch were re-
versed upon execution. There is no net change on any axis after Sequence 1 has
been completed. In Sequence 2, however, the final orientation of the spacecraft is
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not the same as in the beginning of the sequence. This is because the ordering
of the negative rotations about roll and pitch were not reversed when executed,
resulting in a net change about the spacecraft’s axes. The effects of noncomm-
mutative rotation sequences is exaggerated in Figure 3.1, due to the large angular
rotations about the roll and pitch axes. However, these effects are still present
(though not as dramatic) with much smaller angles of rotation.
3.2 Order-Locked Sequences
Sequence 2 about the roll and pitch axes of the spacecraft in the noncommuta-
tive examples in Figure 3.1 is referred to as an order-locked sequence, emphasizing
that the negative (reversed) roll and pitch rotations occurred in the same order
as the original (positive) rotations. As previously mentioned, the large angular
rotations shown in Figure 3.1 exaggerate the noncommutative effect of a rotation
sequence.
A body undergoing much smaller discrete rotations will also experience a net
change in attitude at the end of an order locked sequence. Consider the kinematic
equations for a rigid body

ψ̇
θ̇
φ̇
 =

0 sinφ sec θ cosφ sec θ
0 cosφ − sinφ
1 sinφ tan θ cosφ tan θ


ωx
ωy
ωz
 , (36)
where φ̇ ≡ ω̇x, θ̇ ≡ ω̇y, and ψ̇ ≡ ω̇z represent the angular velocity of the rigid
body’s three axes, and roll (φ), pitch (θ), and yaw (ψ) are the 3-2-1 set of Euler
angles. We can use (36) to express the angular motion of a rigid body when
a similar sequence to that of Sequence 2 in Figure 3.1 is performed with much
smaller angles. These smaller rotations are on the order of 4o in amplitude, as
18
shown in Figure 3.2, where the rotation sequence is
(+Roll,+Pitch,−Roll,−Pitch). (37)
Even though only the roll and pitch axes undergo discrete rotations, the yaw
axis also experiences a change in orientation. Notice, however, that the actuated
axes (roll and pitch) also experience a net change at the end of the sequence;
this is undesirable. Providing a net change on only one axis, in this case the yaw
axis, allows for direct control of a single axis, and thus, a better potential control
architecture. In Figure 3.3, a second set of rotations is added to the sequence,
only, this set is negated from the first. for this case, the sequence is
(+Roll,+Pitch,−Roll,−Pitch,−Roll,−Pitch,+Roll,+Pitch). (38)
The additional rotations add to the overall change in orientation for the yaw axis,
however, they undo any changes in angular position accumulated on the roll and
pitch axes. This full sequence can be repeated many times (continuously) to
produce an average rate (or average angular velocity) about only the yaw axis of
the body.
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Figure 3.2: A single sequence of order locked rotations; similar to that shown in
Sequence 2 of Figure 3.1, where the roll and pitch axes are actuated with smaller
angular rotations
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Figure 3.3: A full sequence of order locked rotations; similar to that shown in
Sequence 2 of Figure 3.1, where the roll and pitch axes are actuated with smaller
angular rotations, only a second (negated) sequence is added to remove nonzero
changes in roll and pitch
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3.3 Effects of Order Locked Sinusoidal Rotation Sequences
The full order locked discrete rotation sequence, (38), can be approximated
using out-of-phase sinusoid signals for the roll and pitch axes, to generate a net
change about the yaw axis. Consider the angular velocity signals
ωx = Asin(ωt) (39)
and
ωy = Asin(ωt+ ζ), (40)
where A is the amplitude of the rotations, ω is the frequency, and ζ is the phase
difference between the ψ̇ and θ̇ signals. Using reasonable values, such as A = 0.6o,
ω = 17Hz, and ζ = 90o, and plotting the response of φ, yields an average angular
velocity as shown in Figure 3.4. The angular velocity of the system, φ̇, takes the
form
ωz = Acsin(2ωt+ ζc) + ρ, (41)
where Ac is the amplitude of a small oscillatory component of φ̇, a byproduct of
the angular rate generated by the signaled axes, ζc is some phase as a function of
the kinematic equations, and ρ is the average velocity of φ.
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Figure 3.4: Axes ψ and θ actuated with sinusoid signals to generate an average
angular velocity on the φ axis
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3.4 Implications of Sinusoidal Rotations Using Beams
It is clear from the results shown in Figure 3.4 that using sinusoidal rotations
on any two given axes can cause changes in orientation of the final axis, without
accumulating changes on the two axes being signaled/oscillated. This allows for
direct control over a single axis in the system; simplifying any potential control
algorithms. Oscillatory actuations are very useful for a flexible beam system in
particular, as cantilever mounted beams can achieve much larger deflections when
being signaled with a sinusoid, at or close to the natural frequency of the beam-
body system. This allows for much more effective rotational sequences, and thus,
larger average angular rates on the controlled axis.
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4 Case Study
In this section, we evaluate the feasibility of the rigid body and beam system
as implemented on a typical 1U CubeSat. The system model developed previously
is expanded to a multiple beam system capable of providing actuation sequences
on all three control axes of the spacecraft. Using this configuration, the actuation
methodology developed for noncommutative rotation sequences is applied. From
this, we can determine approximate rates that would be achievable with such a
system on an actual CubeSat.
4.1 The 1U CubeSat System
Consider the rigid body and flexible beam system as applied to a 1U CubeSat;
three of the CubeSat’s faces have four beams mounted symmetrically to a cylin-
drical hub that is rigidly attached to the satellite’s chassis, as shown in Figure 4.1.
When actuated, each set of beams causes a rotation of the CubeSat about the
axis normal to the face plane. This is analogous to the system model developed
previously, shown in Figure 2.1, only with multiple beams per axis.
The hub for beams 1−4 is rigidly fixed to the XB face of the CubeSat. Beams
1 and 3 are mounted to the hub such that their length is along the body-fixed axis
ZB, and beams 2 and 4 are mounted to the hub such that their length is along the
body-fixed axis YB. Beams 1 and 3 deflect only in the YB direction, while beams
2 and 4 deflect only in the ZB direction. This results in rotation about the XB
axis, or φ, and will be referred to as roll. The beam sets on the remaining two
axes are mounted in the same fashion with regards to their respective locations.
Beams 5−8 are mounted on the YB face of the CubeSat, and cause rotation about
the YB axis, θ, referred to as pitch. Beams 9 − 12 are mounted on the ZB face
of the CubeSat, causing rotation about the ZB axis, ψ, and will be referred to as
yaw. Figure 4.2 illustrates deflections of each beam when a continuous sinusoid
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Figure 4.1: Hub and beam system with 4 beams per axis on a 1U CubeSat
deflection signal is applied to the XB and YB beam sets.
Each set of beams on a given face actuate together to provide a net rotation
about their respective axis, because of this, a voltage signal is assigned to each set
of beams
Vx = Axsin(ωxt+ ζx), (42)
Vy = Aysin(ωyt+ ζy), (43)
Vz = Azsin(ωzt+ ζz), (44)
where Vx is the voltage signal for the set of beams on the XB face, Vy for the set
of beams on the YB face, and Vz for the set of beams on the ZB face. Ax, Ay, and
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Figure 4.2: Motion of beams mounted to each control face
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Table 4.1: Values used in the simulation of a 1U CubeSat system
Beam length 40mm
Beam width 10mm
Beam thickness 0.5mm
Hub radius 5mm
CubeSat side length 100mm
Piezoelectric constant (d31) 2.5x10−10
Beam tip mass 30g
CubeSat inertia 0.002Kg ∗m2
Az are the respective voltage signal amplitudes, ωx, ωy, and ωz are the respective
voltage signal frequencies, and ζx, ζy, and ζz the respective voltage signal phases.
The simulation is ran via MATLAB/Simulink model derived from the dynamics
model developed for the system shown in Figure 4.1. Additionally, reasonable
parameters were chosen, shown in Table 4.1, such that the simulation accurately
reflects flexible beam system implemented on a CubeSat. Three parameters in the
simulation can be changed dynamically to modify the average angular velocity
of the axes being controlled: Voltage signal amplitude (Ax, Ay, and Az), voltage
signal phase (ζx, ζy, and ζz), and voltage signal frequency (ωx, ωy, and ωz). Initial
motion simulations were ran after setting the parameters of these signals to some
reasonable values.
4.2 Demonstration of Continuous Rotation
To demonstrate continuous rotation of a single control axis, in this case ψ, the
voltage signals Vx and Vy are operated with parameters Ax = Ay = 150 V, ζx = 0
o,
ζy = 90
o, and ωx = ωy = 17.2 Hz, while Vz isn’t signaled at all (Az = 0). Figure
4.3 plots the changes in position of φ, θ, and ψ over 2 seconds of operation. Note
that starting/stopping behavior is also evident in this plot; since a single period
of actuation (or removing the signal entirely) leaves the beams in their neutral
positions, ceasing to actuate the system results in no further change in attitude.
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Figure 4.3: Positions of φ, θ, and ψ during continuous operation – Fixed parame-
ters: ζx = 0
o, ζy = 90
o, ωx = ωy = 17.2 Hz, and Ax = Ay = 150 V
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4.3 Effects of Signal Phase
The effects of signal phase on the average angular velocity of the yaw axis can
be observed by varying the voltage signal phase between the roll and pitch axes
(ζx and ζy) across some range, while signal amplitude and frequency are fixed to
reasonable values. As seen in Figure 4.4, a positive phase shift between Vx and Vy
yields positive yawing motion, while a negative phase shift yields negative yawing
motion. Figure 4.4 also indicates that the highest angular rates for ψ̇ occur when
Vx and Vy are exactly 90
o out of phase.
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Figure 4.4: Varying phase between roll and pitch signals (Vx and Vy) – Fixed
parameters: ζx = 0
o, ωx = ωy = 17.2 Hz, and Ax = Ay = 150 V
4.4 Effects of Signal Frequency
The effects of signal frequency are observed by varying the voltage signal fre-
quency of the roll and pitch axes (ωx and ωy) across some range, with signal phase
and amplitude fixed to reasonable values. Indicated in Figure 4.5, the average
angular velocity, ψ̇, peaks at the first natural frequency of the beams, as calcu-
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lated for a cantilever beam. However, the beams in this system are not precisely
cantilever, as they are fixed to an untethered rigid body. As a result, there is a
second peak in the average angular velocity for ψ̇ vs ωx and ωy plot, which is that
of the system as a whole.
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Figure 4.5: Varying frequency of roll and pitch signals (Vx and Vy) – Fixed pa-
rameters: ζx = 0
o, ζy = 90
o, and Ax = Ay = 150 V
4.5 Effects of Signal Amplitude
The effects of signal amplitude can be observed by varying both the roll and
pitch axes voltage signal amplitudes (Ax and Ay) with equivalent values, simulta-
neously. The voltage amplitudes are varied across some range, while fixing signal
phase and frequency to reasonable values. Figure 4.6 demonstrates the angular
rate response, ψ̇, while varying the signal amplitudes of both the roll and pitch
axes. The results of this simulation indicates a quadratic relationship between
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the signal amplitude of both axes and average angular rate ψ̇, of the yaw axis.
This relationship between voltage signal amplitude and average angular rate be-
comes linear if only one voltage signal amplitude is varied, while the other is held
constant; Figure 4.7 demonstrates the angular rate response of the system when
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Figure 4.6: Varying amplitude of roll and pitch signals (Vx and Vy) – Fixed pa-
rameters: ζx = 0
o, ζy = 90
o, and ωx = ωy = 17.2 Hz
signaled in this manner. Given that the relationship is linear, it suggests that the
impact of the signal amplitudes of the axes being signaled has an additive effect on
the average angular velocity. This property allows for flexibility when considering
a control system inputs for controlling a given axis.
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Figure 4.7: Varying scale of 1U CubeSat simulation model – Fixed parameters:
ζx = 0
o, ζy = 90
o, Ay = 150 V, and ωx = ωy = 17.2 Hz
4.6 System Scalability
An analysis was conducted on the system shown in Figure 4.1 to determine
the impact of changing the tip mass fixed to the end of each bimorph beam. In
the heat map plot shown in Figure 4.8, the frequency was varied across some
range, and the system was allowed to settle in order to gather data on the average
angular rate of the controlled axis (yaw). For each range of frequencies checked,
the tip mass value was also varied. Dark red on the plot indicates the highest
average angular rate on the controlled axis; notice that the highest rates occur
when the tip mass value is largest. This indicates a strong correlation between
the ratio of tip mass to spacecraft overall chassis mass, and maximum achievable
average angular rates on the controlled axis. At the largest tip mass evaluated
for this system, 35 g per beam, the percentage of total beam tip mass to total
system mass is approximately 30%, with the highest angular rate achieved being
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approximately 0.56 deg/s.
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Figure 4.8: Heat map of average angular velocity (dark red being highest) vs beam
tip mass and signal frequency
A high level analysis of the effects of scaling the 1U CubeSat system was
performed to evaluate the changes in operational efficiency given a spacecraft
much smaller than a CubeSat. This scaling analysis looks at the average angular
rate of the controlled axis, while scaling the chassis dimensions, chassis mass, beam
dimensions, and tip mass proportionally to those parameters shown in Table 4.1.
The signal amplitude and phase remained fixed at the maximum values discussed
previously, however, the natural frequency was calculated based on the system
parameters for each data point; the signaled axes were then both set to this
frequency for each new scaling configuration. The results of this analysis are
shown in Figure 4.9, where the scale of the 1U CubeSat was taken down to
1
20
of
that of the simulation model. As seen in Figure 4.9, the change in average angular
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rate of the controlled axis is very dramatic as the satellite shrinks in size. The
cause of this rapid increase in efficiency was not in the scope of this research, but
it is speculated that the angular rate climbs due to increased natural frequency
(smaller beams), and larger deflections, as these are the two phenomenon that
have a significant impact on average angular rate of the controlled axis, when all
other parameters are fixed.
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Figure 4.9: Varying frequency of roll and pitch signals (Vx and Vy) – Fixed pa-
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5 Control Algorithm
In this section we explore the possible control system applications the research
has presented. With several parameters that can have an impact on the average
angular velocity of the controlled axis, the intent is to choose the most feasible
path for a straightforward control architecture. The information gathered on the
1U CubeSat case study, and actuation methodology for noncommutative rotation
sequences will both provide direction for the control system design.
5.1 Control Signal Determination
Consider the system used previously in the case study of a 1U CubeSat, shown
in Figure 4.1. Each control surface has four beams mounted in such a way that
they produce angular rotations about an axis normal to that face plane. It is
now understood that signaling two sets of beams with sinusoids of reasonable am-
plitude, at the first natural frequency of the system, and 90o out of phase, will
produce the maximum average angular velocity on the axis not being signaled;
this axis is referred to as the controlled axis. Recall that changing the sign of the
phase between the two signaled axes (i.e. from +90o to −90o), as in Figure 4.4,
will result in the average angular velocity changing sign as well.
Consider the sinusoid voltage signals
Vroll = Arollsin(ωt) (45)
Vpitch = Apitchsin(ωt+ π/2). (46)
These are representative of signals used to drive two sets of beams on different
control axes of the 1U case study system. Signal Vroll is lagging Vpitch by 90
o, the
optimal phase difference for producing maximized average angular rotation on the
yaw axis, in this case. Negating signal Vpitch changes the phase difference by 180
o,
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thus causing the average angular velocity of yaw, to change sign/direction
−Vpitch = −Apitchsin(ωt+ π/2) = Apitchsin(ωt− π/2). (47)
This characteristic allows either input signal amplitude, Aroll or Apitch, to be used
as a traditional control signal, with average angular velocity of the controlled axis
(yaw), being the output. However, there are limitations for a real world system.
The amplitudes of the sinusoid signals, (45) and (46), correspond to voltage sig-
nal amplitudes being input to piezoelectric bimorph actuators. As mentioned in
the 1U CubeSat case study, these devices have a maximum operating voltage,
meaning, the amplitude of each voltage signal has to saturate at some maximum
voltage. Thus, there is a maximum average angular velocity for such a system, as
previously explored, which determines the effectiveness of an actively controlled
satellite at tracking a moving target.
5.2 Single Axis PID Controller
A standard PID control system in the form [28]
u(t) = K
(
e(t) +
1
Ti
∫ t
0
e(τ)dτ + Td
de(t)
dt
)
, (48)
is sufficient for controlling the average angular velocity of the controlled axis, using
the amplitudes of the signaled axes as control system inputs. It is important to
note: The response of the system, as shown in Figure 4.7, is linear when varying
only one of the controlling axes voltage signals. This will be the approach to ap-
plying a PID controller to the system.
Using the system model in MATLAB, developed for the case study shown in
Figure 4.1, two of the axes can be used to create a PID controller for the controlled
axis. Figure 5.1 shows a Simulink system for single axis (yaw) control, using a
PID controller for the amplitude of the pitch signal. This system is only sufficient
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Figure 5.1: A simple single-axis PID controller design in Simulink
for tracking a target moving along the yaw axis. The pitch signal passes through
a Max Voltage block to allow saturation of the amplitude, preventing the system
from driving the piezoelectric material too hard. The roll signal in this system isn’t
controlled, and will be the reference signal at the system’s first natural frequency,
held at a constant 0o phase, with maximum input voltage amplitude. All three of
these signals are then passed into the MATLAB dynamic model simulation, with
the same constant paramaters for a 1U CubeSat, as seen in the case study.
To control the yaw axis, the roll signal is set constant, as previously described,
while the pitch signal is offset in phase by 90o, relative to roll. Yaw is not sig-
naled, and the amplitude of its signals is therefore set to 0. The position of yaw,
output from the System Model, is then fed back into the PID controller for pitch,
after first passing through a low-pass filter to remove the oscillations, yielding the
average angular velocity. This is then compared to the target position of yaw, the
reference signal X, and fed into the PID controller block.
Figure 5.2 demonstrates the control response of the system in Figure 5.1 to
various reference signals (step, ramp, and parabola). It’s important to note that
proportional, derivative, and integral coefficients would need to be determined
for each CubeSat (or other spacecraft) this system is implemented on, as those
38
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Figure 5.2: Single axis (Yaw) PID controller response to various reference signals
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gain values would certainly change. The reference signals simulated were based
on the limitations of the system as determined by the 1U CubeSat case study; the
rates of each reference signal in Figure 5.2 are no greater than approximately
0.5 deg/s. Figure 5.3 demonstrates the system response when the saturation
(maximum voltage) to the beams is reduced, and a parabolic reference signal
is applied. The average angular velocity of yaw saturates at the system maximum
at around the 20 second mark, leaving the system unable to track the reference
signal.
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Figure 5.3: Single axis (Yaw) PID controller saturating in tracking a parabolic
reference signal
5.3 Two Axis PID Controller
The system becomes useful for spacecraft attitude control when two or more
axes are controlled. Figure 5.4 illustrates the previous Simulink model expanded
to provide control for two axes: Pitch and yaw. This system works the same
as the single-axis controller, because the roll axis is again used as the reference
sinusoidal input. This way, oscillations between roll and pitch provide control of
the yaw axis, while oscillations between roll and yaw, control the pitch axis. The
requirement of a reference sinusoid signal (not to be confused with the control
system reference), limits the controller to only providing active control for two
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Figure 5.4: A simple double-axis PID controller block diagram
axes simultaneously. Figure 5.6 demonstrates simultaneous control of both the
pitch and yaw axes of the 1U CubeSat model.
Figure 5.5: A simple double-axis PID controller block diagram
As previously mentioned, only two axes can be controlled at once, however,
many satellite attitude control objectives can be achieved with control of only
two axes, for example: Satellites with a need to point a directional antenna, an
imager/sensor, etc. If the pointed axis is along the roll axis of the spacecraft, then
controlling pitch and yaw is sufficient. Some damping may be required about the
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Figure 5.6: Dual axis PID control tracking parabolic reference signal on yaw and
pitch axes
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roll axis to prevent excessive slew rates introduced by disturbances, however.
5.4 Three Axis PID Controller
If three-axis control is required, extending the PID control system model shown
in Figure 5.4 can achieve this, however, recall that only two axes can be simulta-
neously controlled. This requires that some logic select which of those two axes
will be the controlled axes, depending on inputs from the attitude determination
system, and the Control & Data Handling system (C&DH). Figure 5.5 demon-
strates that this can be achieved by selecting the feedback and reference signal to
use for each axis controller.
5.5 Flight Operational Characteristics
The operational characteristics of this system are similar to reaction wheels
when considering what a spacecraft might encounter on orbit. When a satellite is
released from the launch vehicle, it’s nearly unavoidable for the spacecraft to have
an initial angular velocity of approximately 0 deg/s about every axis. To combat
this, a noncommutative rotation sequence, or reaction wheel system, would need
to provide a torque sufficient enough to stop the angular rate, and thus continue
to oscillate the beams (or rotate mass in a reaction wheel’s case) to keep the
angular rate from returning. Spacecraft, in practice, are equipped with some form
of angular rate damping. On larger craft this is most commonly propulsion, but
for small spacecraft, such as CubeSats, damping may come in the form of passive
magnetics or magnetic memory material [8], aerodynamic damping [29], and fluid
ring damping [30] to name a few. However, satellites in orbit will still experience
disturbance torques from various sources. These can often occur during active
pointing or control maneuvers, and can become problematic for precise pointing
requirements. Either of the control systems mentioned previously would need to
correct these abrupt disturbances immediately, as damping may take too long
to remove the angular rate imparted by the disturbance torque. It should be
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noted that all simulation data presented as part of this research assumes initial
conditions are zero and that the satellite does not experience disturbance torques
during control maneuvers. Pairing a noncommutative rotation sequence system
with some form of damping would be a practical approach for implementing this
system on an actual spacecraft.
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6 Experiments
In this section we discuss the development of a functional prototype capable of
single axis open-loop control. This experimental prototype, though not operating
in a microgravity environment, provides correlation to the model development,
actuation methodology, and 1U CubeSat case study. Closed-loop control of the
system isn’t attempted, however, it is possible to expand the functionality of said
prototype to provide some rudimentary version of the control systems developed
previously.
6.1 Prototype Development
To provide a fully accurate/functional set of test data for the control system
described in previous sections (Figures 5.1, 5.4, and 5.5 ), experimentation would
have to be performed by a representative prototype in microgravity. This is outside
the scope of the research performed, however, it is possible to roughly simulate
open-loop control of a single axis in a table-top setup, given enough freedom
about the axes of rotation. Consider a prototype system as shown in Figure
6.1. The prototype is balanced on a pivot point near (but slightly above) the
center of mass (CM) of the chassis. This allows the rest/neutral position to be
approximately 0o for the roll and pitch axes, and complete freedom of rotation
about the yaw axis, given some small damping from the friction of the interface,
and atmosphere in the room. Motion produced on the roll and pitch axes will
be damped out severely due to gravity, however, motion on these axes significant
enough to produce noncommutative sequences, and a net change about the yaw
axis, is possible. This is a simple prototype design that can demonstrate open-loop
control relatively easily on a single axis (yaw in this case).
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interface
Rod
Yaw
Roll
Pitch
Figure 6.1: Cross section of a uniform density rectangular prism balanced on a
ball point rod
To create the prototype system shown in Figure 6.1, a modular 1U CubeSat
chassis was designed in SolidWorks that would be created via CNC using 6061 alu-
minum. This material is commonly available, relatively inexpensive, and would
provide good structural response to bimorph beam actuation. The chassis was de-
signed in such a way that a custom driver printed circuit board assembly (PCBA)
could be mounted to an adjustable ”tray” inside the chassis, as seen in Figure 6.2,
such that the overall CM of the prototype can be adjusted along the yaw axis. A
Li-Ion battery pack (not shown in Figure6.2) is mounted to the underside of the
PCBA tray to power the driver and piezoelectric bimorph beams (also not shown)
of the system. A secondary tray is provided for the mounting/interface point of
the ballpoint rod to support the system, and is also adjustable to allow proper
height just above the CM of the system. The beam hubs are a 3D printed (ABS
plastic) part designed to mount a 10 mm wide, commercial off the shelf (COTS)
piezoelectric bimorph beams, shown in Figure 6.3.
The bimorph beams require a signal with an amplitude of approximately 100
V to fully actuate. This could be generated using a desktop piezoelectric driver,
however, the required wiring would damp out oscillations, and prevent the proto-
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Trays
Roll Axis
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Yaw Axis
Mounting Point
Driver PCBA
Figure 6.2: SolidWorks model of 1U CubeSat open-loop control prototype (battery
and beams not shown)
type model from rotating about the yaw axis. A battery powered driver PCBA
was developed to provide the needed signals, without the restriction of wiring up
the beams externally. The PCB was designed and laid out in Altium Designer,
a circuit design and PCB layout software tool set, as shown on the left in Figure
6.4. The raw PCB was then ordered under student/educational pricing through
Advanced Circuits, a raw PCB fabrication and PCB assembly service company.
The components required to populate the PCB were purchased separately, to be
populated onto the PCB manually.
The driver PCBA utilized two piezoelectric driver ICs from Texas Instruments
(TI DRV8662), one for each actuated axis (roll and pitch). These drivers, given
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Figure 6.3: Piezoelectric bimorph beams from STEMiNC 40 x 10 x 0.5 mm, 100
Vpp drive
Figure 6.4: Left: Copper and silkscreen layered view of the PCB in Altium De-
signer. Right: Finished/assembled PCBA
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proper hardware configuration, are capable of outputting the needed 100 Vpp to
reach the maximum tip displacement of the beams. To generate the signal to
be amplified, a Silicon Laboratories microcontroller (MCU) was used (SiLabs
C8051F120). This MCU is equipped with several digital-to-analog (DAC) con-
verters, capable of outputting 0 to 3.3 V in 0.8 mV increments (12-bit resolution).
Using a two DACs on the MCU, the sinusoid signals needed to drive the beams
about the roll in pitch axes were created. A small amount of firmware was written,
using a sinusoid lookup table (LUT), to generate these two signals with dynami-
cally variable frequency and phase margin between them.
The PCBA was first tested standalone to verify that the driver circuitry could
produce the needed voltage amplitude to get maximum tip displacement of the
bimorph beams. This was accomplished by clamping the beams to a test bench,
with tip masses, and oscillating at various frequencies until the first natural fre-
quency was observed. After testing the driver PCBA, the 1U CubeSat system
shown in Figure 6.5 was assembled to begin open-loop experimental testing. The
first prototype built was an alternate design from the model shown in Figure 6.2,
with 4 beams per face, mounted 90o apart. The goal of this system was to reduce
the overall tip mass needed, and increase the oscillation frequency. However, the
portion of the beam motion traveling in the same direction of the gravity vec-
tor from being on Earth, caused stress cracks in the piezoelectric material; this
is important to note, as stress cracks caused from excessive beam deflection sig-
nificantly reduce the effectiveness of the beams. Figure 6.6 shows the alternate
(final) system built that alleviated the stress induced on the beams by gravity, by
mounting the beams along the gravity vector, with a minimal component of their
motion along that vector.
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Figure 6.5: First prototype system featuring 4 beams per face
Figure 6.6: Final prototype system used for experimentation mounted on rod
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Table 6.1: Parameters for final version of experimental prototype
Beam length 40 mm
Beam width 10 mm
Beam thickness 0.5 mm
Piezoelectric material SM311
Maximum beam input voltage 100 Vpp
Control PCBA output 105 Vpp
Hub radius 5 mm
Approx. beam tip mass (per beam) 30 g
Beams per control axis 4
Chassis side length 100mm
Approx. chassis mass 0.23 Kg
Approx. full system mass 0.47 Kg
Tip mass/system mass ratio 1 : 1
6.2 System Optimization
The first step required to produce an angular rotation would be to determine
the first natural frequency of the system. This would allow the maximum displace-
ment at the tip of the beams, giving rise to a maximum singular rotation about
one of the signaled axes. Also shown in Figure 6.6 are tip masses fixed to the end
of the beams. This ensured that the majority of mass being displaced was as close
to the moment arm of each individual beam as possible. Subsequently, the larger
mass would bring down the first natural frequency of the system, which, turned
out to be approximately 21 Hz for the system in Figure 6.6. The natural fre-
quency, in reality, can vary between the two axes that are to be signaled (roll and
pitch), however, they must be signaled at the same frequency in order to maintain
the phase relationship required for motion about the yaw axis. Determining the
natural frequency of both axes, and then taking the average is one option, but
in practice, it was easier to vary the frequency until the maximum average an-
gular velocity about yaw was achieved. For the experimental data gathered, this
frequency was approximately 20.4 Hz. Table 6.1 lists relevant parameters of the
experimental prototype final configuration as shown in Figure 6.6.
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6.3 Data Gathering
To gather rotational rate and position data about the prototype, a discrete
inertial measurement unit (IMU) module was selected to be added to the prototype
chassis. The IMU module has 3 sensors: An accelerometer (for axial acceleration
data), a gyroscope (for axial rate information), and a magnetometer (for axial
position information). Integration of the IMU and an SD card reader module (for
logging data) onto the prototype can be seen in Figure 6.7. The sample rate on
Figure 6.7: IMU module (center) and SD card module (top left) installed on the
prototype
the accelerometer portion of the IMU is approximately 3.2 KHz; high enough for a
reasonable resolution of one period of beam motion, however, a bottleneck occurs
when transmitting the data over UART to the SD card logger. This significantly
limits the ability of the IMU to gather meaningful data bout beam motion from any
of the three sensors, regardless of their sample rates. Additionally, it was outside
the scope of this research to develop a custom IMU logging system capable of
higher sample rates. In light of this, the gyro was primarily used to determine
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rate information about the yaw axis only. The magnetometer could be used for
position, but there is concern that the high voltage signals used to actuate the
beams would produce significant distortion in the data, as well as the testing lab
being inside a metal-framed structure, underground. Taking rate information from
the gyro, and integrating it, allows for gathering position data of at an acceptable
level of accuracy. Due to the gyro sensor drift effect, data was only gathered for
1-2 minutes at a time to prevent large accumulation in erroneous data.
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Figure 6.8: Gyro readings about the yaw axis of the prototype during open-loop
operation
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6.4 Review of Experimental Data
Figure 6.8 shows a plot of gyro sensor data that was gathered over 2.5 min-
utes. The plot on top is the raw gyro data representing the angular velocity of
the yaw axis during actuation. The roll and pitch axes were being signaled at
approximately 20.4 Hz and 90o out of phase from one another. It’s clear that
there is a secondary oscillation in the system along with the primary, caused by
the combined actuation of the roll and pitch axes. The secondary oscillation is a
result of some system resonance, likely caused by the interaction of the two sig-
naled axes, or as a result of some friction between the prototype and its balancing
rod; regardless, the secondary oscillation did not show up in the system simula-
tion model, and is almost certainly a result of the experimental setup or sensor
error. Integrating this data with respect to time yields a good representation of
the angular position of yaw over the experiment run time. As seen in the velocity
plot, the rate is approximately 35 deg/s. This rate is much higher than what was
predicted in the case study of a 1U CubeSat, this is because the prototype unit
was intentionally over-designed to account for expected damping due to gravity,
friction, and atmosphere. Figure 6.8 also demonstrates that the system settles
around some constant average angular velocity, as predicted in the simulation
model. The stopping condition is also characteristic of the system model, how-
ever, there appears to be momentum built up in the system. According to the
simulation model, this system should not build up momentum in traditional way,
as each rotation sequence contributes to a small start and stop on the controlled
axis. Stopping the roll and pitch beams from actuation should also simultane-
ously stop, in the same frame of time as it takes the roll and pitch beams to settle,
the average angular velocity of yaw. The momentum buildup could be another
byproduct of the experimentation setup, however, this is a topic worthy of further
research in future efforts.
Figure 6.9 demonstrates the same open-loop control of the yaw axis, only start-
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ing out with a negative phase difference of 90o, and changing to a positive phase
difference of 90o at around the 70 second mark. Notice that the average angular
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Figure 6.9: Gyro readings about the yaw axis of the prototype during open-loop
operation with a phase change between roll and pitch
rates in either direction are approximately the same. This provides experimental
support that the control system shown in Figures 5.1, 5.4 are feasible, in that
changing the phase between the two signaled axes by 180o (a sign change of the
signal amplitude) is sufficient for changing the direction of the angular motion.
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With further development of the prototype, it would be possible to show some
rudimentary form of a closed-loop system, employing the same (or a similar) IMU
module used to gather data.
6.5 Correlation to 1U Simulation
The MATLAB simulation model used for the 1U CubeSat case study was con-
figured using the prototype system parameters listed in Table 6.1 and ran long
enough to achieve a stable angular rate; the simulation results can be found in
Figure 6.10. Note that the angular rate of the simulation is much lower than the
data gathered on the experimental prototype (approximately 8 deg/s in simula-
tion as compared to 30 deg/s on the prototype). The simulation model was not
developed to accurately represent the experimental system shown in Figure 6.6,
where atmospheric and frictional damping aren’t negligible. The prototype is also
operating in Earth gravity, which has an impact on overall beam deflection, and
thus the angular deflections on the signaled axes of the prototype. The angular
velocity of the controlled axis, as shown in Figure 6.10, also indicates that the
velocity is changing, due to the oscillations of roll and pitch that are giving way to
overall angular rate on yaw. This is also apparent in the prototype data in Figure
6.8, though the sample rate of the gyro was not high enough to gather data at the
same resolution of that presented in the simulation data. Given the differences
in the operational environment of the prototype system and those outlined in the
simulation, the overall behavior of the system shows good correlation.
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Figure 6.10: Simulation data using the 1U CubeSat case study model with exper-
imental prototype parameters
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7 Conclusions
The research set out to explore implications of the overall control methodology
involving novel orientation control via bimorph actuators rigidly attached to a
spacecraft’s chassis. Small satellites, specifically CubeSat class or smaller (referred
to as nanosatellites and picosatellites in industry), with limited options for attitude
control, are the primary target for such a control mechanism. The major topics
explored over the course of the research can be, essentially, broken into two Efforts:
(1) To explore the feasibility of producing noncommutative rotation sequences
for a spacecraft using piezoelectric bimorph actuators, both through simu-
lation, and basic experimentation
(2) To develop the foundation for a usable noncommutative rotation sequence
based control system
The system presented by Effort (1) is the assumed method for providing the non-
commutative rotation sequences throughout the research, and thus, Effort (2)
bases some of the control system design on the bimorph beam system, however,
it is not limited to the findings of Effort (1).
Effort (1) was explored first by developing the system model, in which the
effects of the beam-body system were simulated to determine the behavior of such
a system. This system isn’t trivial to model, therefore, it was simplified for the
purposes of gaining understanding of the underlying mechanics. Thus it should
be expected that some divergence from the behavior of an actual system, is to be
expected. The flexible beam-body system proposed to offer some attractive ben-
efits over traditional control system mechanical systems, as first proposed at the
beginning of the research, such as lower power consumption, longer life, and fault
tolerance (no bearings, lubricants, wear and tear, etc.). It is important to note
that these benefits were not fully explored during the course of the research, as
it falls outside the scope of the intended findings. Observations made during the
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experimentation phase suggested that these benefits would ring true in a system
fully designed for flight, however. Average angular velocity achievable for a beam-
body system depends largely on several parameters discussed almost entirely in
the 1U CubeSat case study. The size of the spacecraft plays a large role, and it is
evident that this system, as implemented, may not work well for spacecraft larger
than CubeSats; it does, however, scale down extremely well, and could open up
opportunities for picosatellite and smaller classes of spacecraft attitude control.
The bimorph beams are also a limiting factor, as the piezoelectric material has
maximum signal voltage restrictions to prevent damage to the piezoelectric ma-
terial. This ”caps” the average angular velocity achievable when regarding the
preferred control signal (voltage amplitude), as evident from observations made
during the case study and experimentation phases. Lastly, the research did not at-
tempt to optimize the materials chosen for both simulation and experimentation.
Commercial off the shelf (COTS) beams were used during the experimentation
portion, as well as common piezoelectric material parameters for any simulations
performed. That is to say: The types of bimorphs used for both simulation and
experimentation may not be optimal, as feasibility was proven without the need
to delve into material selection.
Effort (2) was based loosely on the assumption that the mechanisms for provid-
ing the small rotation sequences would in fact be piezoelectric bimorph actuators,
however, the control portion would work well with any mechanical system offering
similar behavior. Perhaps the biggest limitation of the control system developed,
is the inability to provide direct control over more than two axes simultaneously.
To control three axes would require some logic/intelligent systems to decide when
it is necessary to change the control paradigm; this is discussed briefly during
the development of the control system, and it is still limited to two axes at a
time. The intelligence portion would need to determine proper balance between
the two axes in need of control at any given time. Most spacecraft missions, how-
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ever, only require two-axis control, and perhaps only stabilization (or damping)
on the remaining axis (such as antenna, optics, or various sensor pointing). The
control system is also limited by the angular velocity saturation mentioned previ-
ously. That is: A maximum rotation rate exists for any given beam-body system,
depending on several parameters. This would need to be taken into considera-
tion during mission planning with such a system, when slew rate needs are being
discussed. This is not a new concern for spacecraft design, as most systems suf-
fer from slew rate maximums, however, this control methodology may have rates
much smaller than those of other control systems. Finally, the nature of noncom-
mutative rotation sequence control allows some perturbations to occur on the axis
being controlled. This is evident when exploring the actuation methodology of
the system, as well as the 1U CubeSat case study. If an extremely stable slew is
needed for a particular spacecraft/mission, a noncommutative system may not be
the best solution. These perturbations are directly related to the deflection angles
of the axes being signaled, therefore, they can be reduced by also reducing the
signal amplitude. This, however, will come at a cost of lower angular rates on the
controlled axis.
As previously mentioned, some research into material optimization would greatly
benefit the development of a noncommutative rotation sequence attitude control
system. This might include efforts to determine which piezoelectric material of-
fers the best response to a voltage signal, while also maintaining minimum power
consumption, strength, durability, and flexibility; it is likely that some of these
parameters will work against each other. The piezoelectric bimorph beam con-
struction is another opportunity to improve response and/or effectiveness of the
system. Beams that are constructed in a way to be conducive to larger tip deflec-
tions would allow for higher average angular rates on the controlled axis. Different
configurations of the beam systems, as they connect to the rigid body, may also
give way to less intuitive methodologies (and perhaps more efficient) for providing
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average angular rates for that body. There are many more potential opportunities
for future research regarding the system discussed here; those listed are only a
few of the most prevalent. The research has shown that this system could provide
a feasible alternative for providing attitude control to small satellites, and it is
certainly worthy of further exploration.
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